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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G :- G(p) be a finite group of Lie type defined over the field F, . Choose 
a Bore1 subgroup, B = UH .< G, of G, where Zi is unipotent and H a Cartan 
subgroup of G. In this paper we are concerned with the subgroups, Y, of G, 
such that 11 :< Y, and we determine these subgroups in the case where q is odd 
andg > 11. 
Associated with G is a root system, z, and a collection of root subgroups 
{U, : a: E Z> such that C’ 1 nI,,,- Zrz and such that FI < N(U,) for- each 
a E ,X In Lemma 3 of [ 1 I] it was shown that for q :‘-- 4 any H-invariant subgroup 
of U is essentially a product of root subgroups (the word “essentially” is relevant 
only when G is twisted, with some root subgroup non-Abelian). This I-es& 
was cxtcnded in [7], where it was shown that any unipotent subgroup of G 
normalized by H is of this form (although now negative roots are allowed). 
THEOREM. Suppose q is odd and q :> 11. Let H << t’ :$ G and set k; 
(ZTaCI YlatzZ\. Then 
(i) I’,, 4 I- and Y = 17,,A~,.(H); 
(ii) Y,, = : UOXO , where U, f3 LYO _ I, L), is u&potent and X0 is a central 
product of groups of Lie type; 
(iii) Zr,, and each component of-Y,, is generated b?l groups of the.form lJa n Y, 
01 E 2’; and 
(iv) If G f ‘G,(q), then for a E Z, lTa TI Y = 1, .L, , or Q(Q). 
WC rcfcr the reader to (2.6) for th e exphcrt description of the group I,, . The 
above theorem can be viewed as the completion (at least for fields of odd charac- 
teristic) of the work in [II, 71, or as the first step in dctcrmining those subgroups 
of G that contain a maximal torus of G. From the latter point of view, the 17roof 
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of the theorem is somewhat unsatisfactory as it involves the use of certain 
classification theorems for simple groups and arguments outside the scope of 
the Lie theory. It would be preferable to have a proof that only used the Lie 
theory and made effective use of analogous results for algebraic groups. 
One pleasant aspect of the result is the way Y0 is described. The point here 
is that the group Y, is defined in terms of a fixed root system, so that all questions 
concerning the structure of Y,, can be answered simply by looking at this root 
system and appropriate commutator relations. 
For 4 < I1 there are infinitely many exceptions to the theorem, although one 
could probably determine these with a bit of extra work. When 4 is a (suitably 
large) power of 2, one should be able to prove the same result. Many of our 
arguments are independent of the characteristic of the underlying field, but 
in a couple of places we used results on 2-fusion which at present do not exist 
for odd primes, and these would be required in order to generalize the proof 
presented here. A final remark would be that when dealing only with classical 
groups one could probably get a similar result using properties of the underlying 
module. The groups involved could be described in terms of their action on 
that module. 
We fix the group G = G(p), Ha Cartan subgroup of G, and B = UH a Bore1 
subgroup of G. Without loss of generality, we may assume that G is a universal 
group. Let bars denote images in G = G/Z(G). As before, we let Z be the root 
systemofG,andforH<Y<Gset Y,=(U,nY,iol~E).Incase lJ= 
is not elementary Abelian, we let I’, = @(U,). Let 4 = pa for p > 2, a prime. 
Finally, we let W = N/H be the Weyl group of G. 
In the case of G g SU(n, Q) with n = 2Z+ 1 the system Z is actually the 
union of B, and C, . We interpret this for root groups as follows. Let a: E Z be 
such that Lr= is non-Abelian. Then regard 01 as a short root in B, and let U,, :m 
@(CT,). So Uiii, is a long root in C, . With this interpretation, we have a root 
subgroup for each root in 2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
(2.1) Let B < P (so that P is a parabolic subgroup of G) and assume that 
II < PO for g E G. Then H is a Cartan subgroup of Pg. That is, H is conjugate in 
Pg to a subgroup of Bg. 
Proof. Let g = liwla , where Ii, a 
11’;1 < Pll>. Al 
1 E B and w E N. Then H < P%, so 
SO, H ,( P”‘, so (Hj HQ) < P” n B. Thus H is an Abelian 
Hall subgroup of (H, Hz?), so H’~‘c = H for some c E (H, H7p1}. Kow, H is 
a Cartan subgroup of Pu and c E Pw, so H2F1 is a Cartan subgroup in P’. The 
lemma follows. 
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(2.2) Suppose q > 4 and U, < U is H-invariant. Then U,, : : n,,,+ (U, n U,) 
and if G # 2G,(q), then U, n U,, = 1, V, , or U, , for each 01 E Z+. 
Proof. This is Lemma 3 of [l 11. 
(2.3) Let X -< H, X 4 N, such that C,(X) = 1. Then No(X) = N. In 
particuzar, if q > 4, then No(H) = N. 
Proof. The second statement is immediate from the first. Just consider the 
action of H on the root subgroups in U. For the first statement assume that 
C,(X) =- I and g E Nc(X). Write g = urwua with ur , u2 E U and w E N. We do 
this so that ue E U,- _ U n U”‘o”‘, where wO is in the coset of the long word in 
the fundamental reflections that generate W. For x E X, g” :: g[g, x] E gX7. 
On the other hand, g” = uIdwxupx = uIZw[w, x] ugZ. By the uniqueness of the 
Bruhat decomposition we have uI = uIr and [w, x] u2Z = u,[g, x]. The latter 
equation leads to (x-~)~ u2 -= u2(x+)g. Now (x+)~, (x-l)” are both in X and, 
modulo (I, they are equal. So (x+)~ = (x-l)” and (x-l)” E C(u2). We conclude 
that X >, C(u,) n C(u,), so g = w EN, proving the result. 
(2.4) (C’line-Parshall-Scott.) Suppose q > 4 and V is an H-invariant 
p-subgroup of G. Then k’ = naEz (U, n V), and if G # 2G,(q), then r/:, n V = 1, 
I;, , or I-, , for each a: E Z. 
Proof. By (3.12) of [6] there is a parabolic subgroup Y ,: B and an element 
g E G such that CT :< O,(P”) and H < Pg. By (2.1) we may assume that H < Bg. 
So HLI- ’ -: B and Ho-’ 1:. H7’ for some u E U. Then ug E No(H) == N (by (2.3)) 
so B” _~~ Btl!/ B1?, for some w t N. The result now follows from (2.2) and the 
fact that N permutes (C;, ; 01 E Cj. 
(2.5) Suppose q - 1 is not a power of 2 and let n E N - H be a 2-element. 
Then [n, k-1 -7,’ I, where R is the product of the Sylow r-subgroups of H, for odd 
primes r q -~ I. 
Proof. Suppose [n, K] = I with n a 2-element. We may assume that G is 
an untwisted group. For otherwise we can look at a subgroup (in fact the fixed 
points of an automorphism of G) having the same Weyl group and containing ii. 
Also, we may replace G by G. Finally, we replace G by G, where d is G togethet 
with all diagonal automorphisms of G. Then R is contained in I?, a Hall subgroup 
of a C’artan subgroup, fi 3 H, and we have [ri, I?] I (as fi is a 2-element 
centralizing rZ/K and K). At this point an easy check of the action of ri on k= 
gives a contradiction. Just choose a fundamental root oii , such that aiA :i m, , 
and construct an element of I? not centralized by n. 
(2.6) Let I1 -:i E’ < G and assume y :, 4. Let A ~~~ {a E Z I li, n I- ~7 I j 
and - the smallest equivalence relation on A such that o( y p if (U& n I’, U-,1 n I’ 
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and (U, n Y, VB n Y> do not commute. Let A, ,..., A, be the equivalence classes 
of A under ~.Fori= l,..., l,letdi ={olgAiI --Olga+}, Y(A<) =(l,TtinY[ 
ol~rl~), and Y(dJ = (U, n Y 1 a~&). 
(a) For i = I,..., 1, Y(ifJ has a (B, N)-pair and noerCnd, (U, n Y) = 
U n Y(di) is a Sylow p-subgroup of Y(dj). 
(b) For i = I,..., 1, let At = Ai - ai. Then I-(if,) normalizes Ui = 
naedEo (U, n Y), Ui is a p-group, and Y(Aj) = Y(&) Ui . 
(c) Y,, is a commuting product of the groups, Y(A,). 
(d) Y,,/O,( Y,) is a commuting product of groups of Lie type. 
Proof. A direct check gives the result when G = *G,(q). From now on we 
assume that G f 2G2(q). If G z SU(n, q) for n odd, then Z = B, u C, , for 
I = &(n - 1). 
We recall that there is a root subgroup for each root in Z’. If 01 E Z:, then by 
(2.4) U, n Y = 1 or U, for some y E 2. 
If 01 E Ji , then Y(aJ > (U,,) and hence Y(&) contains a coset representation 
of the reflection s, E W. It follows that 2, is a root system. Let N(J%) = 
(N, 1 01 EAT), where N, = N n (U,,). Let U@,) = rU,, , where the product 
ranges over di n Z+. Then U(a,) is a group and it is straightforward to check 
that X = U(a,) N(&) U(Ji) is a group with a (B, N)-pair. (To see this, first 
choose a fundamental system of roots in a, and then consider the corresponding 
fundamental reflections in N(&)/(N(AJ n H).) This gives (a). 
Now consider Ui . Suppose cz E AZ, /3 E A and [U, n Y, U, n Y] # 1. We 
may assume 17, n Y = U, and U, n Y = U, . The commutator relations 
imply that, with the possible exception of G = G,(3”), we have [U, , U,l > 
hence 01 + ,!I E A. Therefore, p and a + /3 are in Ai . If 01+ /I E zz , then 
(z%ding the case G = Ga(37) [U-(a+B) , U,] 2 V, , a contradiction. Thus 
01+ /3 E dis, and this implies (b) and (c). The same argument works for G = 
G2(3”) unless [U-C~+~) , U,] L 1, and here a direct check yields the result. 
To prove (d) we need only identify each Y(JJ as a group of Lie type. If 
Y(z<) = (U,,) for some 01, then this is immediate. Otherwise, use Theorem C 
of [9]. 
(2.7) If G = *G,(q), then the theorem holds. 
Proof. This can be done by a direct check or by using some of the properties 
in Section 2 of [15]. 
(2.8) (a) C,(O,(H))/H is a 2-group. 
(b) If H < X < N, the-n His characteristic in X. 
Proof. Choose a maximal set of long roots in z‘+, say yr ,..., yk , with the 
property that for each i #j in {l,..., K} we have [Ji, Jj] = 1, where Ji = 
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( Uhyi) e SL(2, q), for i = l,..., k. Let (ti) =- Z(JJ. Then C,((t, ,..., tkj) : 
J1 ... J,HD, where D = 1 or D = (U&, for some short root /3 E Z (see 
(4.2) of [16]). SinceC,(O,(H)) < C,((t, ,..., tk)), we easily have (a). 
For (b), let (J E Aut(X), where H < X < N. First suppose that 4 - 1 is not 
a power of 2. We have Ho a X, so [O,(HO), O(H)] = 1. By (2.5) we conclude 
that O,(H”) = O,(H). Now suppose that Q - 1 = 2”. As 4 > 11 we have 
Q - 1 > 24. The group HHOis nilpotent of class at most 2, so (ho)2 E C(Q,(O,(H))) 
for each h E H. So (H2)u < C,((t, ,..., tic)), and as H(H2p has class at most 2, 
we see that (H2)~ < H. So SZ,(O,(H)O) == Ql(02(H2)0) = &(0,(H)). So in 
either case, II0 < C(Q?,(O,(H))) ,( Co , (ti ,..., tk), and we check that Ha = M. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In this section we prove the theorem. Suppose the result false, let H < Y < G, 
with Y a counterexample and j Y 1 . / G 1 minimal. By (2.6) conclusion (i) of 
the theorem is false. By (2.7) we may assume that G f 2G2(q). Set Y,, x 
(U, j U, < Y). Recalling the convention regarding root subgroups of odd- 
dimensional unitary groups, and applying (2.2), we have Y, = (kl,(H,p)). 
(3.1) Let x E H - Z(G). Then C,(x) = CyO(x) N+(,)(H) < N,(Y,). 
Proof. It suffices to obtain the factorization of C,(X), as the inequality is 
then obvious. If C,(X) < Y, then we are done by minimality of Y. So we assume 
that x E Z(Y). The group C,(x) has the following properties: C,(X) r> D, ... D,T, 
a central product, where each Di is a group of Lie type defined over an extension 
field ofF, , and T < H. One reference for this is (2.5) of [12], where it is also 
noted that each of the factors is normal in C,(X). By (2.12) of [12], C,(X) = 
D, ... D,&H. 
For i = l,..., h, let Hi = H n Di . Then Hi is a Cartan subgroup of Di 
(see the proof of (2.6) of [12], then pass to the overlying algebraic group and use 
(4.1) of [13]). Also, Y = HF for Y = Y n D, ..* Dh , and for i = l,..., h we 
let Y+ be the projection of P to Di . By minimality Yi, a Yi and Yj = 
Y,,Ny,(Hi), for i = I,..., h. Suppose that U, < Y. For each i, H normalizes 
the pr;jection of Uz to Di . It follows from (2.4) that U, < Di for some i. 
Therefore, Y, = ni=, Yi, . 
Let N, = n&, N,((H,). Then N,, normalizes C(H, ... Hh) n C,(x) = H. 
Consequently, Y = YH < Y,,N,,H < Y&V(H) and the result holds. 
(3.2) (i) If R E H(H) and RH < Y, then HR = R,,N,,(H) < Y&V,(H). 
(ii) Suppose M,(H, p) # 1. If R 4 Y with R a centralproduct of Chevalley 
groups over exten.sionJields of F, , then RH = R&V,,(H) < YdV,(H). 
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(iii) If H < R < Y, then R < YolVy(H) < Ny(Yo). 
(iv) If x E H - Z(G), then C,(x) < N,(Y,). 
(v) If y E Y, t, P E H and t # tY, then y E YdV,(H). 
Proof. (i) follows by minimality of Y. For (ii) first note that the only 
difficulty is when RH = Y (otherwise apply (i)), so each element of kIy(H, p) 
is in R, Let V E EIF(H, p). By the Borel-Tits theorem ((3.12) of [6]), V = O,(P), 
where P is a parabolic subgroup of R. By (2.6) and (i) we know the structure 
of PH. We must have V = (PH)O , so VH a PH and it follows that P is a Bore1 
subgroup of R. Let J be an H-invariant Cartan subgroup of P. Then H < 
Nr( J) < Y. Now, R = (P, NF( J)), so (ii) follows from the above and (i). 
Also, (iii) follows from (i), and (iv) follows from (3.1). To prove (v) suppose 
that t, ty E H with t # ty. Then H, HY < C,(tg) ,( Y,,IVy(H) n (Yfly(H))Y, 
and we may assume that Y,,iVr(H) < Y. As H < (Y,,lV,(H))“, (iii) implies that 
(YdV,UOY G YdV,(Hh so by orders we have equality. The conclusion follows 
from (2.8)(b) and (ii) applied to Y&V,(H)(Y). 
(3.3) (i) O,(Y) = 1. 
(ii) Suppose Mr(H, p) # {l}. Then Y contains no normal subgroup, D, with 
D a central product of Chevalley groups, each defined over an extension field of F, . 
Proof. (i) Suppose O,(Y) = V > 1. By (3.12) of [6], there is a parabolic 
subgroup P < G such that Y < P and I/ < O,(P). Now, (2.1) implies that H 
is a Cartan subgroup of P; hence of P/O,(P). Minimality, (2.4), and arguments 
similar to those in the proof of (3.1), forces YO,(P)/O,(P) < N,(H)Y,, O,(P)/ 
O,(P). So Y < O,(P) ~,(ff)Y, and it follows that Y = Y,,IV,(H), which we are 
assuming false. 
(ii) Suppose Y contains such a subgroup D 4 Y. By (3.2)(ii) DH = X 
satisfies X = XdV,(H). By (2.6) H normalizes a Sylow p-subgroup, V, of X0 . 
Since D = E(X) = X,, , we have Y = X,JVr( V) < YJVr( V). Since Nr( V) < Y, 
minimality gives Y = Y,,iVy(H), a contradiction. 
(3.4) (i) Y contains no root subgroup U, for OL a long root. 
(ii) Y, = O,(Ya). 
Proof. (i) Suppose 77, < Y, with 01 a long root. By (3.3) and Baer’s theorem 
(see [l]) there is an element y E Y such that <7J, , UaV) is not a p-group. Then 
(U, , U,g) s SL(2, Q), and setting (t) = Z((U, , IJay)), t is a classical in- 
volution of G (see [2]). Let X = (Umr) and apply Corollary III of [2] to obtain 
the structure of X/O(X). We know that for each g E G (U, , lJmg) is either 
a p-group or isomorphic to SL(2, 4). It follows from (3.3)(i) that U, < C(O(X)) 
and hence O(X) < Z(X). At this point we have a contradiction to (3.3)(ii). 
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(ii) Suppose Y, # O,(Y,,). As M,(H, p) # 1 we use (2.6) to see that Y0 
is generated by root subgroups, U, , for /I E E a short root. Suppose p is such 
a root and U -13 < Y. Note that (U&a) z$ SU(3, q), for otherwise @(U,) < Y 
and contradicts (i). Also, (U,,) gg SL(2, qi), f or some i, as G is a universal group. 
By (2.6), (i), and the commutator relations we have (UQ) g C,(t), where 
(t) = Z((U&). However, C,(t) < N(Y,) (by (3.1)) and this implies that t is 
a classical involution in Y. So we can use the above argument once we show 
that O(X) < Z(X), where X = (UDy). Consider O(X)H, apply minimality, 
(2.6), and (3.3)(i). We conclude that O(X) < N(H). So [O(X), t] < O(X) n H 
and [O(X), t, t] = 1. But then 1 = [O(X), t] an d since t is a classical involution 
of Y, [O(X), (U&l = 1. We then have O(X) < Z(X), as required. We have 
now shown that for each /3 with U, < Y, U-, < Y. From (2.6) we conclude 
that Y,, = O,(Y,). 
By (3.4) and (3.3) Y,, = 1 or Ya $ Y. Choose g E Y - Y&V,(H), 
T 6 Sylz(Hg n N,(H)), 
with m(T) maximal. 
(3.5) (a) G has Lie rank at least 2. 
(b) Y # O(Y)H. 
(c) T 4 Z(G). 
Proof. (a) Recall that G # “G&J). It remains to consider G g SL(2, p) 
and SU(3, q), and here we verify the result by appealing to pp. 285-286 of [8] 
or the theorem in [5], respectively. 
(b) Suppose Y = O(Y)H. I/f m(O,(H)) > 2, then we can use (3.1) to 
obtain a contradiction. So suppose m(O,(a)) = 1. This implies that G has Lie 
rank 2, 4 = - 1 (mod 4), and G = Sp(4, 4). Choose M Q Y such that M ,< 
O(Y) and M is minimal such that Y = MH. Let M/L be a chief factor of Y 
and let t E Inv(H) - Z(G). 
By (3.2)(iii), LH < Y,,N,(H) and O,(L) < O,(Y) = 1 by (3.3). Consequently, 
I, ,( N,(H). But N,(H)/H is a 2-group, so L < H. Since C,(L) > (L, H) = Y, 
we have L < Z(Y). But (3.1) then implies that L = 1. Now, H acts irreducibly 
on M, so O(H) n C(M) f 1, and this again contradicts (3.1). 
(c) Suppose T < Z(G). We claim that O,(H) is strongly closed in a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of Y. Otherwise, there is a 2-element h E H and an element 
y E Y such that h’J E N(O,(H)) - O,(H). Using (a) we have O,(H) > O,(H) n 
Z(G), and both h and hY are in N,(O,(H)). Here O,(H) $ Y, and (3.2)(iii) 
implies that h’J E Y,N,(H) = O,(Y,) N,(H), contradicting T < Z(G). This 
proves the claim. 
By the main theorem of [IO] we know the structure of X/O(X), where 
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X = (O,(H)Y). By the Frattini argument, Y = XN,(O,(H)), so (3.2) implies 
that Y = XH or Y = Nr(O,(H)). Suppose the latter holds. By (3.2)(v) 
and (3.1), Y = YdV,(H), a contradiction. Therefore, Y = XH. Now 
X/O(X) = (X,/O(X)) 1.. (X,/O(X)), where each Xi/O(X) is a 2-group or a 
covering group of L,(2i), Ua(27, Sz(27, Jr , or L&J, for q,, = 3, 5 (mod 8). 
Since H < C(O,(H)), H stabilizes each Xi , and minimality implies Y = X,H, 
for some i. 
By (b), O(X)H < Y, so (3.2) implies that O(X)H < YdV,(H). Suppose 
Y,, = 1. Then O(X) < N(H), so [O,(H), O(X)] < O,(H) n O(X) = 1. Thus 
O,(H) < C(O(X)) and h ence O(X) < Z(X). As above (3.1) and (3.2) imply that 
Xi is quasi-simple. But ff acts faithfully on Xi (otherwise, H n Z(Y) # Z(G), 
contradicting (3.1)), inducing an Abelian group that centralizes O,(H) n Xi . 
Since 4 > I I we must have O,(R) = Q!,(O,(R)), X/O(X) E Us(27, and O(i7) 
cyclic of order dividing 2i + 1. But O(R) is not cyclic (by (a)). 
Now assume Y, # 1. As O(X)H < Y&V,(H) and O,(Y) = 1, we have 
O(X) n Y, = 1. So Y, E Y,,O(X)/O(X) is a p-group normalized by 
O,(H) 0(X)/O(X). The only possibility is X/O(X) z U,(2i) with 1 O,(H)1 = 2i 
and Y,, cyclic of order dividing 2i + 1. But H acts without fixed points on Y, 
and centralizes O,(H). As in the previous paragraph HY, is cyclic of order 
divisible by 2i + 1. This is a contradiction. 
(3.6) Y&l as r-tightly embedded in B, JOY all primes Y dividing / R 1. 
Proof. Suppose g E Y - N( Yfl) with / Y$ n ( Yc,H)s / divisible by Y. Then 
there exists an element, h, of order Y with h E H - Z(G) and an element u E Y,, 
such that hi” E R. By (3.2)(v), hg” = hj for somej E Yfly(H). Soguj-l E C,(h) < 
Y,JV,(H) and g E Y,JV,(H) < N(Y,,H), a contradiction. 
(3.7) Ifm(T) > 1, then O,.(H) = 1 f OY each odd prime Y dividing q - 1. 
Pyoof. Suppose m(T) > 1. Then O(H) = (C(t) n O(H) 1 t E T - Z(G)), 
so O(H) < Y,gN,(Hg), by (3.1). Suppose O,(a) is not cyclic. Then (3.2)(v) and 
(3.l)implythat Y,gO,(Hg)<(C(t)n Y,gO,(Hg) 1 t E O(H)-Z(G))<Y,,IV,(H). 
So we may assume T E Syl,(Hg) and [T, O(H)] < O(H) n Y,,gO,(Hg) = 1 (by 
orders). Then T < C(O(H)) so (2.5) implies that O,(H) = 1 for each odd prime 
Y dividing q - 1. Now suppose O(H) is cyclic. G has Lie rank at least 2, and 
we may assume that q - 1 is not a power of 2. It follows that G E SL(3, q) and 
q - 1 = 3 . 2” for some a. However, this contradicts (3.6) and the assumption 
m(T) > 1. 
(3.8) m(T) > 1. 
Proof. By (3.5)(c), m(T) > 1. Suppose m(F) = 1 and let Q,(T) = (t). 
If h is an involution in i7 with hf = h, then ht = hz for z E Z(G) and (t-l)h = 
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t-?ZE T ,( Hg. By (3.6), h normalizes (Y,&)g. So by choice of T, we have 
C(t) n O,(g) cyclic. Consequently, m(O,(E)) < 2. This limits the possibilities 
for G. Either G has Lie rank 2 or G s Sp(6, q), 0(7, a)‘, where in the latter 
cases 4 = 3 (mod 4). So IV g D, , D, , D,, , or the product of Sa and a normal 
z, x z, x z, . 
First suppose that G has Lie rank 2. If W z D, , then W has just one class of 
involutions, represented by sr . Let ir, = fii n C(( u+,,)). Then HI IS cyclic of 
order q - 1 or (q - 1)/3. 
~ _ 
So C,(t) contains such a cyclic subgroup. However, C,(t) < ( ~,IV~(H))~ and 
CR(i)n(T$&)g= 1 by(3.6). SO C,(t) . 1s rsomorphic to an Abelian subgroup of D,, 
which contradicts the hypothesis that Q > 11. Suppose W g D, or D,, . Here 
W has three classes of involutions given by sr , sa , zus , where ~a is the longest 
word in sr and sa . As before, if i = 1, 2, then C,(( U+,<)) contains a cyclic 
group of order at least (q - 1)/2, or q - 1, according to W g D, or D,, . This 
gives a contradiction as above. So suppose that t induces w,, on H. It is easy to 
see that w0 centralizes L&(0,(H)), so by our choice of T we must have O,(H) 
cyclic. Therefore, G g Sp(4, q) and q =: 3 (mod 4). 
Let (j) = 9,(0,(H)), where (j) = Z((U&) for 01 a long root. Then we may 
assume thatj E N(Hg) with j inverting O(Hg) (symmetry). Let E-r, = H n (U,,) 
and let Vbe the natural module for G. So V = I’, 1 I/, , where [H, , VJ = I 
and (U&J induces Sp(2, q) = SL(2, q) on V, . Also, j inverts H,g, so j acts on 
the 2-space, [V, H,“] = Vrg. Then Vrg intersects both Vi and Va in a l-space. 
The group (H, , H,s, j) acts on the 3-space V, = (V, , Vrg). Now I’s = 
V, 1 rad( V,) = V, 1 (I’,, n V,). So H,” stabilizes VT0 n I’a , as does j. But 
this is impossible since j interchanges the nontrivial eigenspaces of a generator 
of HI*. 
Finally, we consider G e Sp(6, q) or 0(7, q)‘, where 4 = 3 (mod 4). Then N 
is three copies of Dz(n-l) extended by S, . Now, C,,,,(t) < (Y,NF(if)y, while 
Co&t) n (Y,,H)g = 1. From the structure of W we have / Co&t)l < 3. In 
particular, t inverts O,(H) for all primes r > 3. Considering the action of N on 
the natural module for G we conclude that either t inverts H or q - 1 = 2 . 3” 
and / C,(t)1 = 6. The first case is out since Co,(&t) e Z, , and the second is 
impossible since q > 11. 
At this point we have m(T) > 1, and by (3.7) we conclude that q - 1 = 2” 
for some integer a > 4 (as q > 11). We introduce the following notation: 
A = Ql(T), B = sZ,(O,(i7)) n C(T), X = Qr(O,(p)), and Yr = N,(AB). We 
may assume that B < N(XQ). 
(3.9) Assume B < X. 
(i) A gg B, 
(ii) Yl 2 (X, Xg>, 
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(iii) [X,A] =B = [i,A],foreuchjEX-B. 
(iv) Cx(a) = C,(A) = B, for each a E A#. 
Proof. For a E A#, C,(a) < ( Fa.Ny(H))H, so [C,(u), A] < X n (YJJ)g = 1 
(by (3.6)). This proves (iv). On the other hand, a E A# implies that [X, a] < 
C,(u) = B. Consequently, [X, A] < B and so X < N(AB) = N(A x B). 
Similarly, Xg = (N(AB)), so (ii) holds. 
If x E X - B, then (iv) implies that a + [a, ~1 is a monomorphism from A 
into B. Thus, 1 A 1 < 1 B j and since M(T) = m(A) is maximal, we have 
/ A 1 = j B i, proving (i). In turn, this shows that [A, x] = B for each x E X - B. 
So (iii) holds. 
(3.10) Suppose B < X, let L = (X’l) AB, and let E = LIAB. Then 
e/O(E) z J?, L,(2b), U3(2b), SZ(~~), each with b > 2, R(3b), J1, or L,(q,,) for 
!70 ~-1 3, 5 (mod 8). 
Proof. The argument here is similar to the proof of (2.4) in [14]. We first 
show that X is strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of E. For if not there 
exist ii , & E X#, and I E L such that [&I, j,] = 1 and jr’ # X. By (3.6) and 
(3.9)(i), AB = Bz x B. But also, jrz EN(C~~(~,)) = B. So 1 C,,(jlz)l = 
/ Bz j 1 C&J > / Bz I = I B / = / CAB(j and this is impossible. Thus, 
the claim is proved and we can apply Goldschmidt’s theorem [lo]. We conclude 
that E/O(E) is a commuting product of 8 n O,(z) and components isomorphic 
to L,(2b), U3(2b), SZ(~~), R(3b), Ji , and L,(q,), q = 3, 5 (mod 8). Moreover, 
each of these factors is generated by elements in conjugates of 2. If there is 
more than one factor, then we can choose ji5 and j, , as before, and obtain a 
contradiction. 
(3.11) B = X. 
Proof. Suppose B < X. Since O,(R) > X, we choose IE E O,(ir) n N(XA) 
with h $ X and h2 E X. Then h acts on Inv(XA) = X# u (AB)#. Since h E C(X) 
we conclude that h E N,(AB) = Yi . Then [A, h] < AB n O,(ff) = B, so h 
centralizes AB/B and B. It follows that fi2 E C,(AB) = B and hAB is an 
involution in YJAB. Let L be as in (3.10). 
We claim that C’,,(h) = B. Otherwise, h E C(u) for some a E A# and 
h E N(m)“). H 
-_ -_- 
ence [/?, A] ,< R n ( YoH)g = 1. Setting V = ( YoX)g/Yog this 
says that C,(h) = CV(h2), w ic h’ h is only possible if li2 E C(V). But this implies 
that T = Xg, so B = X, against our assumptions. 
Write D = O(E) = C,(x) C,(h) C,(xlz), where x E X - B. It follows that 
D < N(B). Indeed, C,(x) normalizes C,,(x) = B, and similarly for C,(h) 
and C,(x@. As D a YJAB we have D ,( N(Bp), for each y E Yi . 
Consider the action of li on 1. By (3.10), 2 is a maximal elementary 
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Abelian 2-group in e, so LAB 4 E. Since [&, X] = 1, either there exists s E S 
with xh E C(E/O(E) or e/O(E) s Ua(2”) and h induces a field (graph) auto- 
morphism of order 2 (see (19.4) of [4]). I n any case, there is an element x E XV 
such that .w? E C((X, x7)) f or some y E Y, with X9 # 2. Then [Xi, xh] is 
contained in P, where P/AB = O(E). There exists c E P such that (P, z&j 
is a 2-group. So [X@, xh] < AB and xh stabilizes C,,(Xyc) = By”. By the 
above, ByC = By. However, By n B = 1 and C,,(xh) = B (use the claim 
above, replacing h by xti). This is a contradiction. 
(3.12) B < X. 
Proof. Suppose B = X. Let S E Syl,(N) with O,(H)il < S. Let Q E 
Syl,( fl*,) for a long root 01 E 27, and let il = {Q : Q” < S}. Then any two 
distinct elements of d commute (see (2.5) of [3]), and we write (d) = Qr ... 
Qh 4 S. For some i, Qi n i7 is the maximal cyclic subgroup of Qi , so Qi n R 
is cyclic of order 4 -- 1. Also, a E A implies that Qia = Qj for some j such that 
z(Qi) = z(Qd 
Suppose a E A#, Qi n H is cyclic of order 4 - 1, and [a, Q( n H] =-: 1. 
Then Qi n R < NF( Ffi)” but (Qi n H) n ( F,&)p = 1. Also [d, Qi n H] 2. 
H n (Y&)g = 1. By symmetry, we conclude that I/ir 1 CR(B)/R has exponent 
divisible by q - 1 = 2a 3 16. However, if G has Lie rank less than 6, then 16 
does not divide exp(W). So G must have Lie rank at least 6. Also, I/I? > 
AH/H g A and I/H a W. From the structure of W we see that T/I/’ 2s I/H, 
and this is impossible since the preimage of IV’ in w does not centralize B :: 
+Ql(O2(m). 
Now, Z(Q,) + Z(Qj) for i # j unless G is an orthogonal group (recall, 
PSp(4, 4) = 0(5, 9)’ and PSU(4, q) = O-(6, q)‘) in which case, for each i, 
there is a unique j 54: i such that Z(Q,) = Z(Qj). Choose i such that Ii n Qi g 
z n-1 . As [A, Z(Q,)] = 1, either A < N(i-f n QJ or G is an orthogonal group and 
N,.,(H n Qi) = A, with 1 il : A,, I , < 2. So if G is not an orthogonal group and G 
has Lie rank at least 3, then m(A) 3 3 and C,(g n QJ f I. This contradicts 
the previous paragraph. This also works for G an orthogonal group of Lie rank 
at least 4. Suppose G is an orthogonal group of Lie rank 3. Then we may assume 
that A,, z 2, x 2, and A, acts faithfully on g n Qzi . But then some element 
a, E A,# centralizes a maximal subgroup of i? n Qi . As in the previous paragraph 
this implies that W has exponent divisible by (4 - 1)/2 == 2”-i > 8, a contra- 
diction. 
Finally, we suppose that G has Lie rank 2. If Qic = Qj # Qi for some c E A#, 
then hP E C,(c), where (h) = w n Qi . But this implies that W has exponent 
divisible by 1 MC 1 = 2a-l > 8. This is impossible. So A < N(R n QJ, and 
so some c E A# centralizes a maximal subgroup of A n Qi . This leads to the 
same contradiction. The proof of (3.12) is now complete. 
Since (3.11) and (3.12) are contradictory, we have now proved the theorem. 
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